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Attitude, expectations, attainment



•Reading

•Maths

•Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

• tests are set and marked externally
• marks will be used in conjunction with 

teacher assessment to give a broader picture 
of their attainment

• scaled scores



What do the scaled scores mean?

Each child’s raw score in the test (32/50 in the reading test, for example) is 
turned into a scaled score, based on making comparisons with the other 
children across the country who took the same test. The scaled scores are 
centred around 100. 
That means that:

A score of 100 means the child is working ‘at the expected standard’ for a 
Year 6 child. 

80 is the lowest possible score and 120 is the highest.

A scaled score of 99 or less means they haven’t reached the government’s 
‘expected standard’.

In 2018, the average scaled score was 105 in reading, 104 in maths, and 
106 in grammar, punctuation and spelling.



Reading: three passages of text; one hour, including reading time, 
to complete the test.  STAMINA & FLUENCY IS KEY!
Question types:
•Ranking/ordering,e.g. ‘Number the events below to show the order 
in which they happen in the story’ 

•Labelling, e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title of the story’

•Find and copy, e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that suggests what the 
weather is like in the story’

•Short constructed response, e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’

•Open-ended response, e.g. ‘Look at the sentence that begins Once 
upon a time. How does the writer increase the tension throughout 
this paragraph? Explain fully, referring to the text in your answer.’





Grammar, punctuation and spelling
Two parts: 
grammar and punctuation paper requiring short answers 45 mins
oral spelling test of 20 words, 15 mins

Question types:
•Selected response 
e.g. ‘Identify the adjectives in the sentence below’

•Constructed response 
e.g. ‘Correct/complete/rewrite the sentence below,’ or, ‘The 
sentence below has an apostrophe missing. Explain why it needs an 
apostrophe.’





Maths tests

•Paper 1: arithmetic, 30 minutes (36 odd questions!)
•Papers 2 and 3: reasoning, 40 minutes per paper

Paper 1: fixed response questions, where children have to give 
the correct answer to calculations, including long multiplication 
and division. We aim to achieve most marks here for those that 
struggle with longer/ wordy questions. 
Papers 2 and 3: different question types, including:
• Multiple choice
• True or false
• Constrained questions, e.g. giving the answer to a calculation, 

drawing a shape or completing a table or chart
• Less constrained questions, where children will have to explain 

their approach for solving a problem



Paper1
Arithmetic



Paper 2
Reasoning



SATs week 2019

The key stage 2 tests are timetabled from Monday 13 May to 
Thursday 16 May 2019.

SAT’s Week 2019

Monday 13th

May
Tuesday 14th

|May
Wednesday 15th

May 
Thursday 16th

May

GAPS paper 1
Gaps paper 2

Reading Maths paper 1 –
arithmetic
Maths paper 2
Reasoning

Maths paper 3 –
Reasoning



Getting your child 'Secondary Ready'

What does that mean and why is it important?

What are we doing?

• continue teaching

• teach, review, assess, teach, review, assess.......

• practise papers- identify individual needs, tricky bits, 

• revision- KS2 coverage from Y3

• develop independence and responsibility for learning

• provide opportunities to reflect, set criteria, appraise



What can you do? 
• develop children’s  self-appraisal  and  high expectations of 

themselves to achieve their best
• read to and with children; talking, explaining, finding evidence 

to support views
• support homework, check that they understand or ask for help 
• use KIRFS to consolidate maths knowledge, facts, fluency
• check they know their x tables to 12 x 12 and related division 

facts : 96 ÷ 12 =
• practise spelling rules e.g. 'i before e except after c‘
• know where your child needs help to be successful 
• Set revision time on a regular basis
• Support and encourage



Books: 
CPG books are available to order online at CPG 
books.

Free Websites: 
theschoolrun.com

learn-timestables.com
topmarks.co.uk

Oxford owl



Finally….





Questions? 

Attitude, expectations, attainment


